It’s time to upgrade your expectations

Windows 10 for business offers improved productivity features, universal app capabilities for all devices, new security features and Windows as a Service. These new features are designed to enable greater device flexibility with improved security and control across your business. Regular support for Windows 7 ends on July 7th 2018, so now is the time to start planning your migration to this innovative new platform for business.

Windows 10 can play a new and vital role in the success of your business. Dell Consulting Services provides a complete range of services to help your organization plan, prove out and deploy Windows 10 quickly and efficiently.

These include initial planning, proof of concept, pilot and deployment programs. The deployment programs cover businesses from 2,000 to 50,000 seats. There are also additional programs that help you take full advantage of the mobile productivity and security features. There is even a program to help you prepare for the new demands of the Windows-as-a-Service roll out and meet these new challenges.

Have Questions?
• Will this transition break my apps?
• How can I take advantage of the new security features?
• What does ‘end of extended support’ really mean?
• Will the transition break our factory?
• What about the browser?
• Will we have to continuously migrate?
• What about Windows Accelerate Funding?

Your Dell representative has all the answers.
Dell® Windows 10 Services for the Evolving Workforce

Our 3 phase approach to migration will help mitigate risk, maintain steady progress and have you deploying Windows 10 in just weeks.

### Planning/discovery phase
- Technical interviews and requirements gathering
- OS Image Build

### Configuration phase
- Deployment process optimization
- Automation work to enable IT and business requirements

### Deployment phase
- Customer environment testing
- End user readiness management and deployment management

All of Dell’s Windows 10 deployment services share the same Dell best practices, experience, patented methodologies, industry standard tools, and expert resources

Dell’s Windows 10 Proof of Concept and Pilot services help you quickly learn, implement, and capture the value of adopting Windows 10 for your organization. Our POC service will help your organization with the building blocks to evaluate and plan for your adoption of Windows 10. Our Pilot service will help you go beyond a POC and migrate up to 100 pilot systems in 3 weeks. If you’re ready to move beyond Pilot and start deploying new systems with Windows 10 or migrating existing systems to Windows 10 for your user base, then either our Standard, Advanced, or Enterprise level deployment service can help you rapidly get your users up and productive.

1. **Win10: Complimentary Whiteboard Session**
   - 3-4 hour duration
   - A Dell principle consultant works with your team to build out a high level design and deployment plan for adopting Windows 10.

2. **Win10: Proof of Concept Service**
   - 1 week project duration
   - A working Windows 10 POC image and automation process used to migrate up to five systems to Windows 10 in one week.

3. **Win10: Pilot Deployment Service**
   - 3 week project duration
   - A pilot ready Windows 10 OS image, automation process, user and hardware readiness, deployment scheduling, tracking, and reporting for a Windows 10 pilot of up to 100 systems.

4. **Win10: Standard Deployment Service**
   - 5 week project duration
   - Standard scope/complexity for imaging, data/settings migration, and application installation managed by the Dell process.

5. **Win10: Advanced Deployment Service**
   - 7 week project duration
   - Advanced scope/complexity for imaging, data/settings migration, and application installation managed by the Dell process.

6. **Win10: Enterprise Deployment Service**
   - 10 week project duration
   - Enterprise level scope/complexity for imaging, data/settings migration, and application installation managed by the Dell process.

For more information about our services, please visit [Dell.com](http://Dell.com) or contact your Dell sales representative or [Windows10services@dell.com](mailto:Windows10services@dell.com)
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